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We next investigated whether early
experience of a signed language facilitates
subsequent learning of a spoken language.
We tested three groups of adults who had
learned English in school at comparable
ages between 4 and 13 years and who had
used it for over 12 years. One group
(n414) was born profoundly deaf and
had had little language experience before
being exposed to ASL in school; the sec-
ond group (n413) was born profoundly
deaf and had experienced ASL in infancy;
the third group (n413) was born hearing
and had experienced various spoken lan-
guages in infancy (Urdu, French, German,
Italian or Greek). Deaf and hearing adults
who had experienced either a signed or a
spoken language in early life showed 
similarly high levels of performance on the
later learned language, English, whereas
deaf adults who had little experience 
of language in early life showed low 
levels of performance (Fig. 1; F2,37411.32,
P*0.0001).

Our results show that the ability to learn
language arises from a synergy between
early brain development and language
experience, and is seriously compromised
when language is not experienced during
early life. This is consistent with current
knowledge about how experience affects
visual development in animals9 and
humans10, and about learning and brain
development in animals11,12. The timing 
of the initial language experience during
human development strongly influences
the capacity to learn language throughout
life, regardless of the sensorimotor form of
the early experience.
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hippocampal place cells9. Our model may
also represent an extension of operant 
conditioning into useful real-world applica-
tions, such as search and rescue in areas of
urban destruction and landmine detection.
Combined with electronic sensing and 
navigation technology, a guided rat can be
developed into an effective ‘robot’ that will
possess several natural advantages over 
current mobile robots. Moreover, the ability
to receive brain sensory activity remotely10

and interpret it accurately could allow a
guided rat to function as both a mobile
robot and a biological sensor.
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learned American Sign Language (ASL) at
school between the matched ages of 9 and
15 years and who had used it for over two
decades. One group (n49) was born hear-
ing, had experienced spoken English in
early life, and had later learned ASL after
becoming profoundly deaf (à90 decibels)
as a result of viral infection; the second
group (n49) was born profoundly deaf
and had had little experience of language
before being exposed to ASL in school
(auditory speech-perception abilities were at
chance levels even with hearing aids). Deaf
adults who had little experience of language
in early life showed low levels of ASL per-
formance; in contrast, late-deafened adults
showed high levels of ASL performance
(Fig. 1; paired t44.17; d.f., 8; P*0.001).

Development

Linguistic ability and
early language exposure

For more than 100 years, the scientific
and educational communities have
thought that age is critical to the out-

come of language learning1,2, but whether 
the onset and type of language experienced 
during early life affects the ability to learn
language is unknown. Here we show that
deaf and hearing individuals exposed to lan-
guage in infancy perform comparably well in
learning a new language later in life, whereas
deaf individuals with little language experi-
ence in early life perform poorly, regardless
of whether the early language was signed or
spoken and whether the later language was
spoken or signed. These findings show that
language-learning ability is determined by
the onset of language experience during 
early brain development, independent of the
specific form of the experience.

The ability to learn language, whether
spoken or signed, declines with age3–6. How
the onset and type of the initial language
experience contributes to this critical-
period phenomenon is unclear. This question
cannot be investigated by studying hearing
individuals only, because the factors of age
and experience are inseparable in these
individuals — all hearing babies experience
language from birth. But the question can
be investigated by studying individuals who
were born deaf, because they often do not
experience any language until they are
enrolled in special programmes7,8. We
therefore compared the language-learning
capacities of deaf and hearing individuals as
a function of early language experience.

We first investigated whether early experi-
ence of a spoken language could facilitate
subsequent learning of a signed language.
We tested two groups of adults who had

Figure 1 Effects of early experience on later language learning. 

a, American Sign Language (ASL) performance of deaf adults who

had experienced no language in early life, and of deaf adults who

had experienced spoken language in early life. Subjects were

tested using a task requiring recall of complex ASL sentences. 

b, English performance of deaf adults who had had no experience

of language in early life, of deaf adults who had experienced ASL

in infancy, and of hearing adults who had experienced a spoken

language other than English in infancy. Subjects were tested using

a task requiring judgements of whether complex English sentences

given in print were grammatically correct; chance performance is

50%. Further details are available from the authors.
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